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Religious Hatred - Paul Hedges 2021-03-11
Why does religion inspire hatred? Why do people in one religion
sometimes hate people of another religion, and also why do some
religions inspire hatred from others? This book shows how scholarly
studies of prejudice, identity formation, and genocide studies can shed
light on global examples of religious hatred. The book is divided into four
parts, focusing respectively on: theories of prejudice and violence;
historical developments of Antisemitism, Islamophobia, and race;
contemporary Western Antisemitism and Islamophobia; and, prejudices
beyond the West in the Islamic, Buddhist, and Hindu traditions. Each
part ends with a special focus section. Key features include: - A
compelling synthesis of theories of prejudice, identity, and hatred to
explain Islamophobia and Antisemitism. - An innovative theory of human
violence and genocide which explains the link to prejudice. - Case studies
of both Western Antisemitism and Islamophobia in history and today,
alongside global studies of Islamic Antisemitism and Hindu and Buddhist
Islamophobia - Integrates discussion of race and racialisation as aspects
of Islamophobic and Antisemitic prejudice in relation to their framing in
religious discourses. - Accessible for general readers and students, it can
be employed as a textbook for students or read with benefit by scholars
for its novel synthesis and theories. The book focuses on Antisemitism
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and Islamophobia, both in the West and beyond, including examples of
prejudices and hatred in the Islamic, Hindu, and Buddhist traditions.
Drawing on examples from Europe, North America, MENA, South and
Southeast Asia, and Africa, Paul Hedges points to common patterns,
while identifying the specifics of local context. Religious Hatred is an
essential guide for understanding the historical origins of religious
hatred, the manifestations of this hatred across diverse religious and
cultural contexts, and the strategies employed by activists and
peacemakers to overcome this hatred.
Days of Awe - Atalia Omer 2019-05-21
For many Jewish people in the mid-twentieth century, Zionism was an
unquestionable tenet of what it meant to be Jewish. Seventy years later,
a growing number of American Jews are instead expressing solidarity
with Palestinians, questioning old allegiances to Israel. How did that
transformation come about? What does it mean for the future of Judaism?
In Days of Awe, Atalia Omer examines this shift through interviews with
a new generation of Jewish activists, rigorous data analysis, and
fieldwork within a progressive synagogue community. She highlights
people politically inspired by social justice campaigns including the Black
Lives Matter movement and protests against anti-immigration policies.
These activists, she shows, discover that their ethical outrage at US
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policies extends to Israel’s treatment of Palestinians. For these American
Jews, the Jewish history of dispossession and diaspora compels a search
for solidarity with liberation movements. This shift produces innovations
within Jewish tradition, including multi-racial and intersectional
conceptions of Jewishness and movements to reclaim prophetic Judaism.
Charting the rise of such religious innovation, Omer points toward the
possible futures of post-Zionist Judaism.
Genocidal Nightmares - Abdelwahab El-Affendi 2016-07-28
This book offers a novel and productive explanation of why 'ordinary'
people can be moved to engage in destructive mass violence (or
terrorism and the abuse of rights), often in large numbers and in
unexpected ways. Its argument is that narratives of insecurity (powerful
horror stories people tell and believe about their world and others) can
easily make extreme acts appear acceptable, even necessary and heroic.
As in action or horror movies, the script dictates how the 'hero' acts. The
book provides theoretical justifications for this analysis, building on
earlier studies but going beyond them in what amount to a breakthrough
in mapping the context of mass violence. It backs its argument with a
large number of case studies covering four continents, written by
prominent scholars from the relevant countries or with deep knowledge
of them. A substantial introduction by the UN's Special Advisor on the
Prevention of Genocide demonstrates the policy relevance of this pathbreaking work.
Religious Identity and Political Destiny - Deepa S. Reddy 2006
Religious Identity and Political Destiny: "Hindutva" in the Culture of
Ethnicism is an ethnography of a contentious, ongoing debate about the
place of religion in Indian civic life. Exploring Hindu nationalism from
the varied perspectives of its critics in women's activist and Left
intellectual circles, as well as its ideologues, supporters, and
sympathizers, Deepa Reddy locates "Hindutva" in a broader culture of
critique where identity movements of all kinds compete for recognition,
representation, and rights. Her narrative poses two central questions:
"How does religion order the modern social world?" and "How does
secular practice order the modern religious world?" Both are directed at
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reading Hindu ethnicism not as a pathology of modernity or a form of
extremism itself, but as a part-religious, part-secular rationality that
challenges the exclusion of religion from public life and secular politics
in India. Reddy combines theoretical analysis, autobiographical narrative
and ethnographic reportage to reveal "Hindutva" as a multifaceted
phenomenon that is interpreted and employed, opposed and supported,
in as many ways as it is ideologically produced. Hindu ethnicism, she
argues, is best read as a critique illuminating the contradictions of a
decaying politics and the struggle to move beyond it; and as a rationality
for modernity that we can ignore only at our own peril. This book will be
of interest to anthropologists, historians, and sociologists, as well as
readers of ethno-nationalist movements, religion, activism, global
feminisms, and all matters Indian/South Asian.
Religion and Violence in South Asia - John Hinnells 2007-01-24
Do religions justify and cause violence or are they more appropriately
seen as forces for peace and tolerance? Featuring contributions from
international experts in the field, this book explores the debate that has
emerged in the context of secular modernity about whether religion is a
primary cause of social division, conflict and war, or whether this is
simply a distortion of the ‘true’ significance of religion and that if
properly followed it promotes peace, harmony, goodwill and social
cohesion. Focusing on how this debate is played out in the South Asian
context, the book engages with issues relating to religion and violence in
both its classical and contemporary formations. The collection is
designed to look beyond the stereotypical images and idealized
portrayals of the peaceful South Asian religious traditions (especially
Hindu, Buddhist, Jain and Sufi), which can occlude their own violent
histories and to analyze the diverse attitudes towards, and
manifestations of violence within the major religious traditions of South
Asia. Divided into three sections, the book also discusses globalization
and the theoretical issues that inform contemporary discussions of the
relationship between religion and violence.
The Oxford Handbook of Religion, Conflict, and Peacebuilding - Atalia
Omer 2015
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This title provides a comprehensive, interdisciplinary account of the
scholarship on religion, conflict, and peacebuilding. Extending that
inquiry beyond its traditional parameters, the volume explores the
legacies of colonialism, missionary activism, secularism, orientalism, and
liberalism. While featuring case studies from diverse contexts and
traditions, the volume is organised thematically.
Religious Fundamentalism in the Contemporary World - Santosh C.
Saha 2004
Conntributors to this volume tackle the question of how to define the
contours of current religious fundamentalism, examining the private &
public postures of fundamentalist rhetoric, the importance of its regional
variants, & the damage it can do to regional & national educaton
systems.
Political Islam, Justice and Governance - Mbaye Lo 2018-11-08
This book argues that political Islam (represented by its moderate and
militant forms) has failed to govern effectively or successfully due to its
inability to reconcile its discursive understanding of Islam, centered on
literal justice, with the dominant neo-liberal value of freedom.
Consequently, Islamists' polities have largely been abject, often tragic
failures in providing a viable collective life and sound governance. This
argument is developed theoretically and supported through a set of case
studies represented by the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt (under
President Muhammad Morsi’s tenure), Hassan Turabi's National Islamic
Front in Sudan and The Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS). It is ideal
for audiences interested in Regional Politics, Islamic Studies and Middle
Eastern Studies.
The Wiley-Blackwell Companion to Inter-Religious Dialogue - Catherine
Cornille 2020-06-08
This comprehensive volume brings together a distinguished editorial
team, including some of the field’s pioneers, to explore the aims,
practice, and historical context of interfaith collaboration. Explores in
full the background, history, objectives, and discourse between the
leaders and practitioners of the world’s major religions Examines
relations between religions from around the world, moving well beyond
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the common focus on Christianity, to also cover over 12 major religions
Features a wealth of case studies on contemporary interreligious
dialogue Charts a long-term shift away from a competitive rivalry
between belief systems, and a change in focus towards the more
respectful, cooperative approach reflected in institutions such as the
World Council of Churches Includes up-to-date commentary on the
growing dialogue of recent years, written by some of the leading figures
working in the field of interfaith discourse
Teaching Religion and Violence - Brian K. Pennington 2012-05-24
Teaching Religion and Violence is designed to help instructors to equip
students to think critically about religious violence, particularly in the
multicultural classroom.
International Handbook of Violence Research - Wilhelm Heitmeyer
2005-08-12
An international manual is like a world cruise: a once-in-a-lifetime
experience. All the more reason to consider carefully whether it is
necessary. This can hardly be the case if previous research in the
selected field has already been the subject of an earlier review-or even
several competing surveys. On the other hand, more thorough study is
necessary if the intensity and scope of research are increasing without
comprehensive assessments. That was the situation in Western societies
when work began on this project in the summer of 1998. It was then, too,
that the challenges emerged: any manual, espe cially an international
one, is a very special type of text, which is anything but routine. It calls
for a special effort: the "state of the art" has to be documented for
selected subject areas, and its presentation made as compelling as
possible. The editors were delighted, therefore, by the cooperation and
commitment shown by the eighty-one contributors from ten countries
who were recruited to write on the sixty-two different topics, by the con
structive way in which any requests for changes were dealt with, and by
the patient re sponse to our many queries. This volume is the result of a
long process. It began with the first drafts outlining the structure of the
work, which were submitted to various distinguished colleagues.
Friedheim Neidhardt of Berlin, Gertrud Nunner-Winkler of Munich, and
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Roland Eckert of Trier, to name only a few, supplied valuable comments
at this stage.
Perspectives on Violence and Othering in India - R.C. Tripathi
2015-10-21
This volume brings together important and original perspectives from
South Asia on the relationship between violence---an increasingly
important issue in multicultural societies---and the process of othering.
The contributors state that societies create 'others' through deliberate
acts of selection over a period of time. The objective of the process of
othering is to deny rights and privileges that one sets for one's own
group. This volume affirms that central to the understanding of violence
in any society is the understanding of othering processes. Violence and
nonviolence are influenced by the nature of othering processes as well as
the kinds of others in a society. Groups engaged in mutual othering are
also the ones that are often involved in violent relationships. Renowned
scholars from diverse fields provide multidisciplinary perspectives on
violence and othering, discussing the concepts of violence and
nonviolence in multicultural societies, communal harmony, constructions
of the other, truth commissions, state censorship of 'sensitive' issues,
fundamentalism and secularism in multifaith societies, and specific cases
from recent violence-prone areas. This volume focuses on the South
Asian, and more specifically, the Indian context, but is relevant for
researchers seeking to understand these issues anywhere in the world.
The Routledge Handbook of Ethnic Conflict - Karl Cordell 2016-01-22
A definitive global survey of the interaction of ethnicity, nationalism and
politics, this handbook blends rigorous theoretically grounded analysis
with empirically rich illustrations to provide a state-of-the-art overview of
the contemporary debates on one of the most pervasive international
security challenges today. Fully updated for the second edition, the book
includes a new section which offers detailed analyses of contemporary
cases of conflict such as in Ukraine, Kosovo, the African Great Lakes
region and in the Kurdish areas across the Middle East, thus providing
accessible examples that bridge the gap between theory and practice.
The contributors offer a 360-degree perspective on ethnic conflict: from
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the theoretical foundations of nationalism and ethnicity to the causes and
consequences of ethnic conflict, and to the various strategies adopted in
response to it. Without privileging any specific explanation of why ethnic
conflict happens at a particular place and time or why attempts at
preventing or settling it might fail or succeed, The Routledge Handbook
of Ethnic Conflict enables readers to gain a better insight into such
defining moments in post-Cold War international history as the
disintegration of the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia, and their respective
consequences, the genocide in Rwanda, and the relative success of
conflict settlement efforts in Northern Ireland. By contributing to
understanding the varied and multiple causes of ethnic conflicts and to
learning from the successes and failures of their prevention and
settlement, the Handbook makes a powerful case that ethnic conflicts are
neither unavoidable nor unresolvable, but rather that they require
careful analysis and thoughtful and measured responses.
Islamic Revival in Nepal - Megan Adamson Sijapati 2012-03-29
This book draws on extensive fieldwork among Muslims in Nepal to
examine the local and global factors that shape contemporary Muslim
identity and the emerging Islamic revival movement based in the
Kathmandu valley. Nepal's Muslims are active participants in the larger
global movement of Sunni revival as well as in Nepal's own local politics
of representation. The book traces how these two worlds are lived and
brought together in the context of Nepal's transition to secularism, and
explores Muslim struggles for self-definition and belonging against a
backdrop of historical marginalization and an unprecedented episode of
anti-Muslim violence in 2004. Through the voices and experiences of
Muslims themselves, the book examines Nepal’s most influential Islamic
organizations for what they reveal about contemporary movements of
revival among religious minorities on the margins--both geographic and
social--of the so-called Islamic world. It reveals that Islamic revival is
both a complex response to the challenges faced by modern minority
communities in this historically Hindu kingdom and a movement to
cultivate new modes of thought and piety among Nepal’s Muslims.
Routledge Handbook of Ethnic Conflict - Karl Cordell 2010-10-18
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A definitive global survey of the interaction of race, ethnicity, nationalism
and politics, this handbook blends theoretically grounded, rigorous
analysis with empirical illustrations, to provide a state-of-the art
overview of the contemporary debates on one of the most pervasive
international security challenges today. The contributors to this volume
offer a 360-degree perspective on ethnic conflict: from the theoretical
foundations of nationalism and ethnicity, to the causes and consequences
of ethnic conflict, and to the various strategies adopted in response to it.
Without privileging any specific explanation of why ethnic conflict
happens at a specific place and time or why attempts at preventing or
settling it might fail or succeed, the Routledge Handbook of Ethnic
Conflict enables readers to gain better insights into such defining
moments in post-Cold War international history as the disintegrations of
the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia and their respective consequences and
the genocide in Rwanda, as well as the relative success of conflict
settlement efforts in Northern Ireland, Macedonia, and Aceh. By
contributing to understanding the varied and multiple causes of ethnic
conflicts and to learning from the successes and failures of its prevention
and settlement, the Handbook makes a powerful case that ethnic
conflicts are neither unavoidable nor unresolvable, but rather that they
require careful analysis and thoughtful and measured responses.
South Asia - P. R. Kumaraswamy 2013-10-18
Since the partition of the subcontinent along communal lines, political
violence has increased in South Asia. Terrorism is one such
manifestation of this violence. This book witnesses serious assessment of
various aspects of terrorism that are affecting South Asia as eight
scholars of international repute take a closer look at the problem. These
essays discuss how terrorist activity in the region during the past few
decades can be directly linked to religion-centric violence. Apart from
other events, this book looks at prolonged terrorism in Punjab; militancy
in Kashmir; ethnic conflict in Sri Lanka; insurgency in northest India;
Maoist insurgency in Nepal; and sectarian conflict in Pakistan.
Religion and State-Formation in Transitional Societies - La Toya
Waha 2018-12-05
the-colors-of-violence-cultural-identities-religion-and-conflict

Bedenkt man die Bedeutung, die Religion weltweit in der Politik
wiedergewonnen hat, behandelt dieses Buch eine der drängendsten
Fragen unserer Zeit: Wie hängen Religion, Gewalt und der moderne
Staat zusammen? Das Rätsel, das dieses Buch zu lösen sucht, zeigt sich
in einer Selbstverbrennung für politischen Wandel im Staat. Damit
verbunden ist die Frage nach der Rationalität religiöser Akteure. Wie
kann der eigene Tod ein politisches Mittel sein, wenn doch für Hobbes
die Sicherung des eigenen Lebens der zentrale Grund für die Bildung
eines Staates ist? Wie kann ein religiöser politischer Akteur rational sein,
wenn doch für Weber die Orientierung des Verhaltens an Werten immer
– in unterschiedlichem Grade – irrational ist? Wie beeinflusst Religion
Entscheidungen? Was erklärt Unterschiede im Verhalten? Das Buch
behandelt die Verbindung zwischen Religion, Staatenbildung und
Rationalität theoretisch und gibt tiefe Einsichten in die Politik des
Buddhismus in Sri Lanka von der Unabhängigkeit bis heute.
Development Failure and Identity Politics in Uttar Pradesh - Roger
Jeffery 2014-08-05
Development Failure and Identity Politics in Uttar Pradesh provides a
qualitative, in-depth understanding of development failures and identity
politics in Uttar Pradesh (UP). It investigates neoliberal change and
political transformation in India through the lens of UP, India’s largest
and, by some measures, poorest state. It examines the connection
between transitions in the contemporary economy of India and
transformations in politics from the standpoint of UP. The book
demonstrates how an understanding of dynamics in UP might provide
new perspective on issues such as the state, the civil society, caste,
democracy and social impact of economic reforms—issues that are the
subject of vigorous debate in India as a whole.
Emotions in International Politics - Yohan Ariffin 2016-01-11
This book investigates collective emotions in international politics, with
examples from 9/11 and World War II to the Rwandan genocide.
Negotiating Identity and Religion - Toolika Wadhwa 2019-09-16
This book examines the religious lives of young adults growing up in
inter-religious families in India. It explores complex questions of identity,
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social background, and religion in twenty-first-century India. The volume
studies the religious commitments of young adults, analyses the identity
formation process for a critical age group, and discusses the
interpersonal dynamics within inter-religious families. Drawing on real
life stories of mixed heritage – Hindu, Sikh, Muslim, Christian, Jain,
Buddhist, and Parsi – this volume will be of great interest to scholars and
researchers of psychology, education, sociology and social anthropology,
religious studies, politics, and other interdisciplinary studies.
Religious Division and Social Conflict - Peggy Froerer 2019-07-23
This book is an ethnographic account of the emergence of Hindu
nationalism in a tribal (adivasi) community in Chhattisgarh, central India.
It is argued that the successful spread of Hindu nationalism in this area
is due to the involvement of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), a
militant Hindu nationalist organization, in local affairs. While active
engagement in 'civilizing' strategies has enabled the RSS to legitimize its
presence and endear itself to the local community, the book argues that
participation in more aggressive strategies has made it possible for this
organization to fuel and attach local tensions to a broader Hindu
nationalist agenda.
Religion and Politics - Professor Hamadi Redissi 2013-03-28
Muslim societies are struggling under the need for modernization and
the drift towards Islamic fundamentalism. The balance between these
two forces is struck differently in the various Muslim societies depending
upon the constellation of groups as historical legacies. However, the
tension is real. In this work, Jan-Erik Lane and Hamadi Redissi look at
the underlying social consequences of religious beliefs to account for the
political differences between major civilizations of the world against a
background of the rise of modern capitalism. Offering a timely new
appraisal of the political and social impact of Islam, this expanded
second edition of Religion and Politics has been fully updated in line with
new events and will be welcomed by political scientists and historians
alike. In a readable and accessible style, this thought-provoking work
raises the question of whether the tenets of Islam might be reconciled
with the requirements of post-modernity.
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Religion, Conflict and Reconciliation - Jerald D. Gort 2002
Religion plays a part in many conflicts in the world. But what role? Is
conflict usually economic and/or ethnic at root, with religion becoming a
part of it only secondarily? Or does the very formation of a religious
community itself lead to isolation, exclusion and conflict? Reconciliation
often has religious roots: through religion people often come to
understand that they are part of a greater whole and to realize that they
must work at restoring good relationships with others in situations of
deep conflict, and especially after direct conflict has ended. Religion,
Conflict and Reconciliation: Multifaith Ideals and Realities, the authors of
which represent five religious traditions, provides the reader with broad
perspectives on the role of religion in conflict and reconciliation, with
regard to both the actual processes involved and the central insights of
the major religious traditions of the world.
The Colors of Violence - Sudhir Kakar 1996-05
For decades India has been intermittently tormented by brutal outbursts
of religious violence, thrusting thousands of ordinary Hindus and
Muslims into bloody conflict. In this provocative work, psychoanalyst
Sudhir Kakar exposes the psychological roots of Hindu-Muslim violence
and examines with grace and intensity the subjective experience of
religious hatred in his native land. With honesty, insight, and unsparing
self-reflection, Kakar confronts the profoundly enigmatic relations that
link individual egos to cultural moralities and religious violence. His
innovative psychological approach offers a framework for understanding
the kind of ethnic-religious conflict that has so vexed social scientists in
India and throughout the world. Through riveting case studies, Kakar
explores cultural stereotypes, religious antagonisms, ethnocentric
histories, and episodic violence to trace the development of both Hindu
and Muslim psyches. He argues that in early childhood the social identity
of every Indian is grounded in traditional religious identifications and
communalism. Together these bring about deep-set psychological
anxieties and animosities toward the other. For Hindus and Muslims
alike, violence becomes morally acceptable when communally and
religiously sanctioned. As the changing pressures of modernization and
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secularism in a multicultural society grate at this entrenched
communalism, and as each group vies for power, ethnic-religious
conflicts ignite. The Colors of Violence speaks with eloquence and
urgency to anyone concerned with the postmodern clash of religious and
cultural identities.
Places in Motion - Jacob N. Kinnard 2014-06-20
Jacob Kinnard offers an in-depth examination of the complex dynamics of
religiously charged places. Focusing on several important shared and
contested pilgrimage places-Ground Zero and Devils Tower in the United
States, Ayodhya and Bodhgaya in India, Karbala in Iraq-he poses a
number of crucial questions. What and who has made these sites
important, and why? How are they shared, and how and why are they
contested? What is at stake in their contestation? How are the particular
identities of place and space established? How are individual and
collective identity intertwined with space and place? Challenging longaccepted, clean divisions of the religious world, Kinnard explores specific
instances of the vibrant messiness of religious practice, the multivocality
of religious objects, the fluid and hybrid dynamics of religious places,
and the shifting and tangled identities of religious actors. He contends
that sacred space is a constructed idea: places are not sacred in and of
themselves, but are sacred because we make them sacred. As such, they
are in perpetual motion, transforming themselves from moment to
moment and generation to generation. Places in Motion moves
comfortably across and between a variety of historical and cultural
settings as well as academic disciplines, providing a deft and sensitive
approach to the topic of sacred places, with awareness of political,
economic, and social realities as these exist in relation to questions of
identity. It is a lively and much needed critical advance in analytical
reflections on sacred space and pilgrimage.
The Oxford Handbook of Religion and Emotion - John Corrigan
2008-01-02
The academic study of religion recently has turned to the investigation of
emotion as a crucial aspect of religious life. Researchers have set out in
several directions to explore that new terrain and have brought with
the-colors-of-violence-cultural-identities-religion-and-conflict

them an assortment of instruments useful in charting it. This volume
collects essays under four categories: religious traditions, religious life,
emotional states, and historical and theoretical perspectives. In this
book, scholars engaged in cutting edge research on religion and emotion
describe the ways in which emotions have played a role in Buddhism,
Christianity, Judaism, Islam, and other religions. They analyze the
manner in which key components of religious life -- ritual, music, gender,
sexuality and material culture -- represent and shape emotional
performance. Some of the essays included here take a specific emotion,
such as love or hatred, and observe the place of that emotion in an
assortment of religious traditions and cultural settings. Other essays
analyze the thinking of figures such as St. Augustine, Soren Kierkegaard,
Jonathan Edwards, Emile Durkheim, and William James. This collection
offers a range of critical perspectives on the academic study of religion
and emotion, in the form of syntheses, provocations, and prospective
observations, that will inform the work of those already engaged in the
field. Taken together, the writings included in this handbook serve as an
ideal entry point for anyone wishing to familiarize themselves with the
new academic study of religion and emotion.
Wild Religion - David Chidester 2012-04-23
This book examines South Africa's political journey of the late twentieth
and early twenty-first century in the context of religious diversity and the
recent revitalization of indigenous religion and rituals.
Psychological Perspectives on Identity, Religion and Well-Being - Preeti
Kapur 2022-08-16
This book takes a social psychological perspective to study the ways in
which identity, religious beliefs and well-being are related to and affect
each other in the contemporary world. It simultaneously draws upon
intellectual resources from the extant interdisciplinary literature to build
connections within the broader societal context. In view of the social
diversity and changes in post-globalization India, issues of identity,
religion and well-being emerge as dynamic and vibrant aspects of social
reality in both individual and group contexts, across age groups and
genders. The current social-cultural-political scenario in the India,
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therefore, points to the need to investigate the outcome of personal and
social well-being in relation to identity and religion. As contexts change,
these issues take different shades and influence human conditions
differentially. This book undertakes the investigation by going beyond
the traditional tropes of behavioral science and discussing the dynamic
interplay and confluence of socio-cultural-political variables in changing
times. It draws from a large sample from the four major religious faiths
in India—Hinduism, Islam, Christianity and Sikhism—and enables
readers to understand significant interactions among facets of identity
(personal and social), religious beliefs and practices and well-being
(personal and social) with age and gender in an important segment of the
global population.
Colors of the Robe - Ananda Abeysekara 2002
"Poised to spark debate among scholars of religious studies and other
disciplines, Colors of the Robe sheds new light on the Sri Lankan
Buddhist universe of ethics and politics and, more important, suggests
innovative directions for the global study of religion, identity, culture,
politics, and violence. In a volume that surpasses other studies in
tracking, identifying, and locating Sri Lankan Buddhism in its sectarian,
ethnic, cultural, social, and political constructions, Ananda Abeysekara
lays down a challenge to postcolonial and postmodern theory. He argues
that although criticisms have undermined the orientalist constructions of
culture, they cannot help us understand, let alone theorize, the
emergence of contemporary authoritative discourses that define
distinctions involving religion and violence, identity and difference.
Supplanting that aim, Abeysekara illuminates the shifting configurations
that characterize the relations connected with postcolonial religious
identity and culture."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by
Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
Secularism and Religion in Multi-faith Societies - Ragini Sen 2013-09-30
This Brief looks at the illustrative case of the Hindu-Muslim conflict in
India, with the aim of understanding the dynamics of lived secularism as
it exists in traditional multi-faith societies such as India. The data
analyzed in this Brief comprise many interviews, conducted amidst
the-colors-of-violence-cultural-identities-religion-and-conflict

Hindus and Muslims, with respondents of both sexes living in slum and
middle class regions in the city of Mumbai. The volume begins by giving
a brief summary of the historical and cultural background to the present
situation in India. It then traces complementarities and similarities of
opinions across diverse constituencies which cluster around three main
anchoring points: communication, re-presentations and operationalizing
of a shared dream. The first point explores the need to understand and to
be understood, encourages processes of mutual acculturation, and
describes the sensitive decoding of cultural symbols such as dress codes.
The second point discusses changes in mind sets and mutual perceptions,
where Muslims and Islam are portrayed in a balanced way and
exploitation of religion for political purposes is stopped. The third main
point is the involvement of the common, regular person, and a focus on
children, as the unifying hope for the future. Throughout the volume,
emphasis is on moral maturation, cultural interpretation in lieu of
cultural imposition and creation of a sensitive media policy. The issues
raised may help craft interdisciplinary and international frameworks,
which address conflict resolution in culturally diverse multi-faith
societies. Accordingly, the book concludes with policy recommendations
for supporting the peaceful coexistence of secularism and religion in
society from a peace psychological perspective.
Warlords Rising - Troy S. Thomas 2005-08-09
Violent non-state actors (VNSA) often serve a destabilizing role in nearly
every humanitarian and political crisis faced by the international
community. As non-state armed groups gain greater access to resources
and networks through global interconnectivity, they have come to
dominate the terrain of illegal trade in drugs, guns, and humans.
Warlords Rising arms those confronting the mounting challenge by
delivering an innovative, interdisciplinary framework of analysis
designed to improve understanding of non-state adversaries in order to
affect their development and performance. Examining the utility of
traditional theories of deterrence and warfighting in light of the insight
gained through this interdisciplinary approach, the authors elevate the
powerful role of environmental shaping in group development, recast
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deterrence in ecological terms, and lay out a strategy to defeat non-state
adversaries if necessary. Whether the goal is preventing, coercing, or
conquering, the framework of analysis presented here is designed to be
universal, allowing for structured analysis across regions, types, and
functions of non-state actors and providing the decision maker and policy
maker witha variety of modes and methods of intervention.
Between Eden and Armageddon - Marc Gopin 2002-11-07
Recent years have seen a meteoric rise in the power and importance of
organized religion in many parts of the world. At the same time, there
has been a significant increase in violence perpetrated in the name of
religion. While much has been written on the relationship between
violence and religious militancy, history shows that religious people have
also played a critical role in peacemaking within numerous cultures. In
the new century, will religion bring upon further catastrophes? Or will it
provide human civilization with methods of care, healing, and the
creation of peaceful and just societies? In this groundbreaking book,
Marc Gopin integrates the study of religion with the study of conflict
resolution. He argues that religion can play a critical role in constructing
a global community of shared moral commitments and vision--a
community that can limit conflict to its nonviolent, constructive variety. If
we examine religious myths and moral traditions, Gopin argues, we can
understand why and when religious people come to violence, and why
and when they become staunch peacemakers. He shows that it is the
conservative expression of most religious traditions that presents the
largest challenge in terms of peace and conflict. Gopin considers ways to
construct traditional paradigms that are committed to peacemaking on a
deep level and offers such a paradigm for the case of Judaism.
Throughout, Gopin emphasizes that developing the potential of the
world's religions for coping with conflict demands a conscious process on
the part of peacemakers and theologians. His innovative and carefully
argued study also offers a broad set of recommendations for policy
planners both inside and outside of government.
Sectarianism in Iraq - Fanar Haddad 2014-05-03
Viewing Iraq from the outside is made easier by compartmentalising its
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people (at least the Arabs among them) into Shi'as and Sunnis. But can
such broad terms, inherently resistant to accurate quantification,
description and definition, ever be a useful reflection of any society? If
not, are we to discard the terms 'Shi'a' and 'Sunni' in seeking to
understand Iraq? Or are we to deny their relevance and ignore them
when considering Iraqi society? How are we to view the common Iraqi
injunction that 'we are all brothers' or that 'we have no Shi'as and
Sunnis' against the fact of sectarian civil war in 2006? Are they friends or
enemies? Are they united or divided; indeed, are they Iraqis or are they
Shi'as and Sunnis? Fanar Haddad provides the first comprehensive
examination of sectarian relations and sectarian identities in Iraq. Rather
than treating the subject by recourse to broad-based categorisation, his
analysis recognises the inherent ambiguity of group identity. The
salience of sectarian identity and views towards self and other are
neither fixed nor constant; rather, they are part of a continuously
fluctuating dynamic that sees the relevance of sectarian identity
advancing and receding according to context and to wider socioeconomic
and political conditions. What drives the salience of sectarian identity?
How are sectarian identities negotiated in relation to Iraqi national
identity and what role do sectarian identities play in the social and
political lives of Iraqi Sunnis and Shi'as? These are some of the questions
explored in this book with a particular focus on the two most significant
turning points in modern Iraqi sectarian relations: the uprisings of March
1991 and the fall of the Ba'ath in 2003. Haddad explores how sectarian
identities are negotiated and seeks finally to put to rest the alarmist and
reductionist accounts that seek either to portray all things Iraqi in
sectarian terms or to reduce sectarian identity to irrelevance.
Religion, Politics, and Identity in a Changing South Africa - Abdulkader
Tayob, Wolfram Weisse, David Chidester
What is the role of religion in society? In the wake of September 11,
public intellectuals provided easy answers. According to some, religion
was the problem, others commented, religion was the solution.
Generally, public debate about the force of religion in society has been
organized by either/or propositions. Religion is a force for either freedom
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or bondage, for either peace or war, for either mutual recognition or
antagonistic polarization. Analysis of religion and social change has also
tended to be framed in terms of oppositions that inform research
agendas and public policy. In this book, authors from South Africa, the
United States of America, the Netherlands, and Germany test these
oppositions.
The State, Identity and Violence - R. Brian Ferguson 2003-09-02
In this book, a collection of experts investigate the varied forces - from
global systems to local beliefs - that lead to civil violence, chaos and,
perhaps, a new political order. The State, Identity and Violence explores
acts of mass violence occurring within national borders and examines the
links such acts have to personal identities and how they challenge the
character or very existence of the state. Building upon the
anthropological premises of holism and cross-cultural comparison, this
volume shows how violent challenges to existing states should be
conceptualized as layered problems, with multiple kinds of causes. It not
only goes beyond the "ancient hatreds" explanation, but shows the
inadequacy of the concept of "ethnic violence" and of theories which
treat interests and identities as separate, sometimes opposed variables
Ancient Religions, Modern Politics - Michael Cook 2016-12-06
Why Islam is more political and fundamentalist than other religions Why
does Islam play a larger role in contemporary politics than other
religions? Is there something about the Islamic heritage that makes
Muslims more likely than adherents of other faiths to invoke it in their
political life? If so, what is it? Ancient Religions, Modern Politics seeks to
answer these questions by examining the roles of Islam, Hinduism, and
Christianity in modern political life, placing special emphasis on the
relevance—or irrelevance—of their heritages to today's social and
political concerns. Michael Cook takes an in-depth, comparative look at
political identity, social values, attitudes to warfare, views about the role
of religion in various cultural domains, and conceptions of the polity. In
all these fields he finds that the Islamic heritage offers richer resources
for those engaged in current politics than either the Hindu or the
Christian heritages. He uses this finding to explain the fact that, despite
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the existence of Hindu and Christian counterparts to some aspects of
Islamism, the phenomenon as a whole is unique in the world today. The
book also shows that fundamentalism—in the sense of a determination to
return to the original sources of the religion—is politically more adaptive
for Muslims than it is for Hindus or Christians. A sweeping comparative
analysis by one of the world's leading scholars of premodern Islam,
Ancient Religions, Modern Politics sheds important light on the
relationship between the foundational texts of these three great religious
traditions and the politics of their followers today.
Identity and Violence: The Illusion of Destiny (Issues of Our Time) Amartya Sen 2007-02-17
“One of the few world intellectuals on whom we may rely to make sense
out of our existential confusion.”—Nadine Gordimer In this sweeping
philosophical work, Amartya Sen proposes that the murderous violence
that has riven our society is driven as much by confusion as by
inescapable hatred. Challenging the reductionist division of people by
race, religion, and class, Sen presents an inspiring vision of a world that
can be made to move toward peace as firmly as it has spiraled in recent
years toward brutality and war.
Religion and Security in South and Central Asia - K. Warikoo 2010-11
Religion and security play an important role in traditional societies. In
South and Central Asia, traditional and moderate Islamic beliefs and
practices with strong indigenous and Sufi content are diametrically
opposed to radical Wahabi and Taliban brands of Islam intolerant of
other cultures and groups. The emergence of radical extremist and
violent Islamist movements poses serious challenges to the secular and
democratic polity, inter-religious harmony, security and territorial
integrity of states in the region. As such, religious extremism, terrorism,
drug trafficking and arms smuggling are viewed by various countries in
South and Central Asia and also in the West as the main threats to their
security. Against this backdrop, this book provides local perspectives on
religion, security, history and geopolitics in South Asia and Central Asia
in an integrated manner. Presenting a holistic and updated view of the
developments inside and across South and Central Asia, it offers concise
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analyses by experts on the region. Contributors discuss topics such as
the resurgence of the Taliban in Afghanistan, the politics and practice of
Islamist terrorism in India, and the security challenges posed by religious
radicalism in Bangladesh. The book makes a significant contribution to
South and Central Asian Studies, as well as studies on Regional Security.
Religion and Politics - Jan-Erik Lane 2020-07-25
Offering a timely new appraisal of the political and social impact of
Islam, Religion and Politics will be welcomed by political scientists and
historians alike. In this work, Jan-Erik Lane and Hamadi Redissi employ a
Weberian approach, underlining the social consequences of religious
beliefs, to account for the political differences between the major
civilizations of the world against the background of the rise of modern
capitalism in the Occidental sphere. Compared with Weber and his
emphasis upon economic modernization, the perspective on religion is
broadened to encompass post-modernity; particular attention is paid to
human rights and the rule of law. This thought-provoking work raises the
question of whether the tenets of Islam might be reconciled with the
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requirements of post-modernity.
Ethno-Religious Violence in Indonesia - Chris Wilson 2008-03-31
Ethno-religious violence in Indonesia illustrates in detail how and why
previously peaceful religious communities can descend into violent
conflict. From 1999 until 2000, the conflict in North Maluku, Indonesia,
saw the most intense communal violence of Indonesia’s period of
democratization. For almost a year, militias waged a brutal religious war
which claimed the lives of almost four thousand lives. The conflict
culminated in ethnic cleansing along lines of religious identity, with
approximately three hundred thousand people fleeing their homes. Based
on detailed research, this book provides an in depth picture of all aspects
of this devastating and brutal conflict. It also provides numerous
examples of how different conflict theories can be applied in the analysis
of real situations of tensions and violence, illustrating the mutually
reinforcing nature of mass level sentiment and elite agency, and the
rational and emotive influences on those involved. This book will be of
interest to researchers in Asian Studies, conflict resolution and religious
violence.
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